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Introduction to militarism
Militarisation: the action of making military in character or style; spec.
transformation to military methods or status, esp. by the provision or
expansion of military forces and other resources.
Oxford English Dictionary
“To become militarised is to adopt militaristic values and
priorities as one’s own, to see military solutions as particularly
effective, to see the world as a dangerous place best approached
with militaristic attitudes”.
Cynthia Enloe, Globalization and Militarism, 2007
Militarism is ever-present in British society. Soldiers have always
marched at state events, cadet forces are an established part of the
IHYGEXMSRW]WXIQERHEVQIHJSVGIW´VIGVYMXMRKSJ½GIWGERFIJSYRHMR
many town centres. Successive governments have been under constant
pressure from arms manufacturers to buy weapons. But a new and
different tide of militarisation has developed recently. The general
public does not seem to be aware of it, and it is not being discussed or
scrutinised.
For war to occur, the military,
arms companies and the
government need to be in a
position to support it. In turn,
they need to have enough
support from the general
public to make this happen.
The military, arms companies
and the government seek to
MR¾YIRGIWSGMIX]MRSVHIVXS
make sure the public supports
military action.
Since Britain’s unpopular
involvement in Iraq and
Afghanistan, there has been
a concerted effort made
by the government and the
armed forces to promote the
military and to make sure it
has enough support to go to
war. A government report on
National Recognition of the
Armed Forces noted in 2008
that, “public understanding of
the military and recognition
of their role will always determine the climate within which the Forces
GERVIGVYMXERHXLI[MPPMRKRIWWSJXLIXE\TE]IVXS½RERGIXLIQ
adequately”.
As a result the armed forces have become more visible across society:
in schools, in parliament, in churches, in sport, in culture, on special
occasions, during Remembrance, in the media, on public transport,
and in local government and other public bodies. We are encouraged
to think well of the armed forces and uncritically accept what they do.

Activists from Merseyside Peace Network prepare for
Liverpool Armed Forces Day, 2017

This raises many potential problems:
O

bias where there should be none, and lack
of critical debate – in the media, in schools,
in parliament and local government

O

WXM¾MRKSJGVMXMGMWQSJ[EVERHXLIQMPMXEV]
and too little support for those who work
for peace

O

glossing over the negative aspects of the
armed forces and glamorising military
action

O

encouraging young people to take
up a career in the armed forces without
understanding the consequences

O

military-style approaches are presented
as applicable to complex social problems
without making clear the underlying
purpose

O


EHIQSGVEXMGHI½GMXEWXLIQMPMXEV]YWIWMXW
MR¾YIRGIXSTVSQSXIMRGVIEWIHHIJIRGI
spending and wider political policy

O

weapons and a military presence in civil
society becomes normalised and society
accepts the violence that is an integral part
of the military approach

O

society becomes less able to critically judge
military action and is more accepting of it

O


support for members of the armed forces
ERHZIXIVERWMWGSR¾EXIH[MXLWYTTSVXJSV
military institutions.

Many people may assume that we have always
celebrated Armed Forces Day (which was
established as late as 2009), and that the military
has always been involved in state education.
The gradual creeping militarism in our society
has gone largely unnoticed or unmentioned.
But people from across Britain are becoming
concerned about it, and have been taking action.
This resource will share their experiences and
ideas, and share our understanding of how the
QMPMXEV]MWMR¾YIRGMRKOI]TEVXWSJGMZMPWSGMIX]
We hope it will inspire and support you to take
action on militarism.

A message chalked on the pavement at one of the weekly Leicester Peace Vigils.
Photo: Ambrose Musiyiwa / CivicLeicester

Military inﬂuence
in education
If you want to build public support for the
QMPMXEV]MXQEOIWWIRWIXSWXEVXF]MR¾YIRGMRK
young people The education system, both
state and private, can provide the armed forces
with a captive audience for activities related to
recruitment and for developing future public
support.
Armed forces activity in schools and colleges
takes many forms and is on the increase. There
are thousands of military visits to schools for
presentations and careers events. The armed
forces run personal development activities and
offer courses providing a taste of military life1.
The Department of Education’s policy of
promoting ‘military ethos’ has seen the
expansion of cadet units in state schools and the
provision of military-themed activities by private
organisations. This is focused on deprived areas
or young people who are not achieving well2.
The curriculum provides opportunities for armed
forces involvement, such as supporting teaching
around the history of World War I and school
XVMTWXSJSVQIVFEXXPI½IPHW8LIGYVVIRXJSGYW
on technical and careers education means that
the provision of STEM (science, technology,
engineering and maths) activities by the armed
forces and arms industry has gone unchallenged.
The government has also sought to directly
promote the UK armed forces and military
involvement overseas with The British Armed
Forces Learning Resource3.
The changing structure of the education system
also provides openings for the military. For
example, many University Technical Colleges, a
new type of employment-focused free school for
14- to 18-year-olds, are sponsored or partnered
by the armed forces and arms companies.
Military activities are often presented as
character-building, as the solution to poor
discipline and attainment, or as a source of skill
and knowledge development.
The the military and arms companies also have
GSRWMHIVEFPIMR¾YIRGIMRLMKLIVIHYGEXMSR
through its recruitment, marketing, research and
teaching activities, and university service units.

What is the problem?
8LIQMPMXEV]MWMRZSPZIHMRWGLSSPWXSJYP½PE
defence agenda rather than an educational
one, yet this has received little scrutiny. Military
presentations in schools give a one-sided picture
of life in the armed forces and the realities of war.
The armed forces can also direct more resources
at education than most other employers, including
uniformed services like paramedics or police.
Military activities are not necessarily compatible
with school policies on equality, tolerance
compassion and respect. Not all aspects of
‘military ethos’ are positive and the hierarchy and
obedience can be a source of bullying.
The classroom should not be a place for
uncritical propaganda or bias. It should be a
space for development of critical awareness
about human rights, different approaches to
GSR¾MGXVIWSPYXMSRERHPSRKXIVQTIEGIERH
security. Education for, and about, peace is not
being promoted by the government, despite
recommendations from the United Nations
Committee on the Rights of the Child4.
Military activities in schools are often targeted at
young people whose options are more limited.
The best interests of all students must be
considered by schools.
Although activities such as military cadets
provide positive experiences for many, they do
so within a narrow military framework. Given
the limited funding in education, expansion
could come at the expense of more universal
provision, accessible to all students regardless of
their interest in military activities.
There are many moral questions raised by
military activities in schools, so participation
should questioned and not assumed. There
WLSYPHFIGSRWYPXEXMSRTVMSVRSXM½GEXMSRERHXLI
opportunity to question and even stand aside
from a particular activity.
1 www.forceswatch.net/resources/peace-education-andpromotion-armed-forces-uk-schools
2 www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2017/jul/09/britisharmy-is-targeting-working-class-young-people-report-shows
3 www.forceswatch.net/content/armed-forces-learningresource
4 ‘Concluding observations’, October 2008, section 67(f).

Answering
questions

Isn’t it good for young
people to hear about the
military and what war is
really like?

It is important that young
people study the causes and
consequences of modern
warfare but this learning
must come from a variety
of sources. Armed forces
activities in schools are
primarily about marketing and
will not be unbiased.

But the armed forces
say they don’t recruit in
schools.

Military influence in education
Schools & colleges sign
Armed Forces
Corporate Covenants to
pledge support for the
armed forces

Promotion of 'military
ethos' in schools via
alternative provision

Military influence on
universities
Including research and
development, recruitment,
university service units,
military-sponsored degrees

Cadet Expansion
Programme in schools
Troops to teachers
Military and arms
industry provision of
STEM education
Science, technology,
engineering, maths

Reserves day
Camo day
Armed forces day
Military promotion in
curriculum resources

Remembrance

Armed forces visits to
schools and colleges
Careers presentations and
events, curriculum and
development activities

Armed forces
marketing
Armed forces recruiting
in public space

Just because young people are
not formally asked to sign up
to serve in schools does not
mean a military themed activity isn’t about recruitment. Recruitment
is a process, not a single event. The military is also trying to directly
MR¾YIRGI]SYRKTISTPI´WSTMRMSRW8LMWGSYPHFIWIIREWTVSTEKERHE

Doesn’t a ‘military ethos’ help children with teamwork and
discipline?
There are many ways to build teamwork and self-discipline. In reality,
schools are pioneering a great range of non-militarised projects, with
strong outcomes, and these should be supported and promoted.

Facts
The MoD’s Youth Engagement ReviewMHIRXM½IHVIGVYMXQIRXERH±XLI
continued support of the population” as two ‘defence outcomes’ of
activities in schools.
Between 2012 and 2016, around £90 million new funding was given to
the Cadet Expansion Scheme and other schemes promoting ‘military
ethos’ in schools.
Over one third of 49 University Technical Colleges open in September
2017 are sponsored or partnered by part of the military. More than
half have the involvement of either the armed forces or one or more
major arms company. Some have the involvement of both.
BAE Systems has partnered with the RAF and the Royal Navy to
deliver its STEM roadshow to 400 schools during 2017.
Following public petitions, the Welsh government has accepted the
need for oversight and guidelines around armed forces visits to schools
and the Scottish Parliament is now considering it.

Military and arms
industry partner
education institutions
Militainment

The expansion of
cadets
What’s happening?

Young soldiers from War School, a new feature-length documentary challenging
QMPMXEVMWQTVSHYGIHF]EGXMZMWX½PQQEOIV1MG(M\SR4S[4VSHYGXMSRW

Cadet units are youth groups
funded and supported by
the Ministry of Defence.
Community Cadet units
are either Army, Sea or Air
Training cadets. The schoolbased Combined Cadet Force
contain one or more sections
from the Navy, Marines, Army
or RAF.

A young person can join the
cadets aged 12, although Sea cadets can join as young as 10 years
old. The units are run by adult volunteers who may or may not have a
military background.
Combined Cadet Forces (CCF) have traditionally operated in private
schools. As part of the government promotion of ‘military ethos’ in
schools, the Cadet Expansion Programme was launched in 2012 to
establish 100 new cadet units in state secondary schools in England.
In 2015, the government announced a further £50 million for
I\TERWMSRXSGEHIXYRMXWMRWXEXIWGLSSPWF]WTIGM½GEPP]
targeting areas of economic deprivation.
A number of state schools in Scotland have a ‘linked detachment
programme’ which is run in partnership with the Army Cadet Force.
The Scottish government maintains that this cadet model contributes
to the curriculum and is therefore different to cadet units in England.


“We are committing £50 million to expand the number of cadet
 YRMXWMRSYVWXEXIWGLSSPWXSTVMSVMXMWMRKPIWWEJ¾YIRXEVIEW²
George Osborne, then Chancellor of the Exchequer, July 2015

What’s the problem?
8LIGEHIXWEVIERIJJIGXMZIXSSPXSMR¾YIRGI]SYRKTISTPIERHFYMPH
public support for the military. They normalise the use of weapons and
provide a direct pathway to recruitment for some.
The Ministry of Defence has said the cadets are not about recruiting
into the armed forces but has also called the cadets, “a powerful tool
for facilitating recruitment”.1 The MoD is keen that the cadets are seen
primarily as a youth organisation and this is facilitated by presenting the
cadets as addressing wider government concerns around attainment in
schools, character development and social mobility.
The importance of cadet units for recruitment is evident most recently
in the 2017 report to the prime minister, ‘Filling the Ranks’, which
recommends that the Cadet Expansion Programme is extended, and
that more information is given to cadets to encourage them to enlist.
Cadet activities may provide positive experiences for some, but they
do so within a narrow, military framework, which will not appeal to

(SR´XXLIGEHIXWFIRI½X]SYRKTISTPI[LS
join them?
&IMRKMRXLIGEHIXWQE]FIRI½X]SYRKTISTPI
but so too would any well-funded youth
programme. Opportunities are biased towards
military activities at the expense of universal
provision.

Isn’t it just a bit of fun?
Activities involving the military can be fun and
alluring to children and young people but that
doesn’t mean that they are appropriate in the
education system. The reality is that war is
always damaging to those directly involved and
should not be trivialised or glamorised.

It doesn’t do you any harm does it?
Children get a taste of military life at an army stall.
Photo: Ambrose Musiyiwa/CivicLeicester

many. Expansion of cadets comes at a time when
other youth work has experienced huge cuts.
With fun and adventurous activities, a risk-laden
career is made to seem enjoyable and exciting.
There is also substantial evidence of bullying in
the cadets.
While schools are ultimately responsible for
safeguarding and investigating concerns in the
CCF, Community Cadets utilise the armed forces
chain of command structure for investigating
allegations. This can lead to mishandling of cases
and cover ups.2
“Bullying and ‘hazing’ were fairly institutionalised
within the CCF particularly during camps.”
Former cadet

For many, the cadets is not a safe environment.
As well as routine low-level bullying and
humiliation, hundreds of serious historical and
current sexual abuse allegations have recently
come to light. Dozens of of instructors have
been dismissed and over £2 million paid out by
the Ministry of Defence in settlements.2

But it’s not about war and violence is it?
Many cadet activities ape warfare, with the use
SJKYRWWMQYPEXIHIRIQ]½VIERH[EVKEQIW
Combining these experiences with fun and
excitement and young people’s desire to succeed
makes war seem normal.

Cadet membership

In 2017, there were 84,000 Community
Cadets and 42,000 cadets in Combined
Cadet Forces units.3

Answering questions

The cadets are a youth organisation – it’s
not about recruitment.
The MoD present the cadets as primarily a
youth organisation for the development of young
people but they would not invest so much time
and money into them if it did not have a value to
defence interests.

1 See Ministry of Defence, 2005. Strategy for Delivery of MOD Youth Initiatives
 7I\EFYWI[EWGSZIVIHYTEXGEHIXJSVGIW4ERSVEQE½RHW.YP]LXXT[[[FFGGSQRI[WYO
3 MOD Sponsored Cadet Forces Statistics 2017

Recruiting
bodies and
minds
In the past few years, there
have been reports of a
‘recruitment crisis’ facing the
British military, particularly
the army. Following cuts
made to the regular army, the
government put forward the
‘Future Reserve 2020’ plan, to
double the size of reservists by
MRSVHIVXS½PPXLIKETW
left by cuts.
Yet numbers are still dwindling
among both regular and
reserve elements of the
armed forces despite
extensive and expensive marketing campaigns. Military involvement in
Afghanistan and Iraq has been largely unpopular, with growing public
cynicism about its objectives and success. This has had a negative effect
on armed forces recruitment.

Children playing on military equipment at Liverpool Armed Forces Day, 2017.
Photo: John Usher

To ensure the recruitment of personnel and the public’s support for
the forces and their operations, militarisation is on the rise in public
spaces and education. Meanwhile, costly and sophisticated recruitment
initiatives are romanticising life in the military, while drawing attention
E[E]JVSQXLIGEYWIWERHGSRWIUYIRGIWSJZMSPIRXGSR¾MGXERHSYV
need to rethink our security approach1.
These recruitment initiatives target working class children2 and young
people in particular. The UK recruits children from age 16, and is the
only country in Europe to do so.

What is the problem?

Marketing campaigns present a sanitised and romanticised version
SJPMJIMRXLIQMPMXEV]8LI]JSGYWSRXLIFIRI½XWSJEREVQIHJSVGIW
career with little mention of the risks, obligations or ethical challenges
involved.

Recruitment materials and activities particularly target children and
young people from more disadvantaged backgrounds and with fewer
alternative opportunies. They focus on personal development and
comradeship that will particularly appeal to those who are most
vulnerable.
Armed forces activities within education are designed to interest
young people in a forces career, yet the military denies this. The display
of weapons and military vehicles hooks young children in to the idea
of a military career many years before they are able to consider it with
critical awareness. At a time when the number of weapons on the
street is increasing3, it is irresponsible of the armed forces to create a
sense of glamour around military hardware, and of the local authorities
to allow this.

before you sign up
Thinking of joining the armed forces?

.L[[OLMHJ[ZÄYZ[MYVT!

www.beforeyousignup.info
independent information service

Enlisting in the military is a decision with serious
moral, health and legal implications. Young
people and their parents/guardians must be
given the opportunity to make a fully informed
choice. Many of the risks associated with an
armed forces career, including training, combat
and after service, are exacerbated for the
youngest recruits. Targeting young people for
recruitment before they are 18 encourages
them to leave mainstream education. Many of
these young people will leave training or service
early and face unemployment due to a lack of
XVERWJIVEFPIUYEPM½GEXMSRW%HSPIWGIRXWLEZIE
greater vulnerability and susceptibility to external
TVIWWYVIQEVOIXMRKERHMR¾YIRGIERHXLMWMW
exploited by armed forces marketing.
The UK’s policy of recruiting at 16 goes against
the international consensus that the minimum
age should be 18. It contravenes recommendations
from the UN Committee on the Rights of the
Child and many other organisations.

Answering questions

Aren’t the armed forces an alternative to
crime and poverty for many young people?

Not everyone fares well in the armed forces.
The youngest recruits, and particularly those
from a disadvantaged background, are more
at risk of threat to their long-term physical and
mental health, educational outcomes, career
options, future relationships and quality of life.

Why is recruiting children an issue when we
don’t deploy them until they are adults?
While not deployed until they turn 18, 16- to
18-year-old recruits enter a training environment
that can be brutalising and dehumanising,
and involves learning to kill. They tend to be
channelled into the lowest paid and most

dangerous roles. Many leave training or service
with few skills and opportunities to fall back on.

How do we recruit people to the armed
forces then?
The welfare of children and young people should
not be secondary to the military’s recruitment
needs. Young people should be given a balanced
view of life in the military and should only be
allowed to join once they become an adult and
are able to make a more informed choice.
“When I was in the Army I remember
seeing the Army adverts, and even then you just
sort of have a laugh, and think that’s basically
a load of rubbish, what they’re saying. When
you’re 16, 17 - 15, even, you are massively
vulnerable to these things… In my time it was
Afghanistan and Iraq, when you see these things
KPSVM½IH]SY[ERXXSFIXLIVIHSMRKMXEW[IPP
They’re just easy prey for the army to get hold
of. And they know what they’re doing… they’ve
obviously got smart people from marketing
involved, they’re going to put all this stuff out
and make it look really cool.”
Wayne Sharrocks, who was enlisted at 17, did
two tours in Afghanistan, where he suffered
serious facial injuries. Wayne now campaigns
with Veterans for Peace for the minimum
recruitment age to be raised to 18.

Facts
The campaign to raise the age of armed forces
recruitment to 18 is supported by the UK’s
Children’s Commissioners as well as many
children’s rights, faith and youth organisations.
A review of the current policy has been called
for by the House of Commons Defence
Committee and Parliament’s Joint Committee
on Human Rights.
Raising the age of recruitment to 18 would:
O

safeguard children’s rights and welfare

O

encourage children to fully consider whats
best for them

O

still allow young people to join the military
when they are 18.

O

set a good example to other countries to
stop recruiting under-18s into the military.

1 See rethinkingsecurity.org.uk
2 www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2017/jul/09/british-army-is-targeting-working-class-young-people-report-shows
[[[WXERHEVHGSYORI[WGVMQIKYRERHORMJIGVMQIWSEVMRKMRPSRHSRSJ½GMEP½KYVIWWLS[ELXQP

Armed Forces
Day and
other military
events in the
community
Since 2009 Armed Forces
Day celebrations have taken
place in June across the UK.
Each year a different city
hosts the national event. Local
authorities play a primary
role in organising and funding
these events. Schools and
community organisations are
encouraged to take part.
Outreach events are one
part of a concerted effort to
Liverpool Armed Forces Day, 2017. Photo: John Usher
build public support for the
military. The civil-military
partnerships created under
the Armed Forces Covenant are another. Many local authorities and
other organisations have now pledged to encourage public support of
the military.
Recruitment stalls with military vehicles or weapons are common
in local public spaces. Major events such as the 2012 Olympics and
top-level football matches increasingly have an armed forces presence.

Why is this a problem?

While the military have become more visible through events such
as Armed Forces Day, other recent developments are harder to see.
Through armed forces partnerships with public authorities, business
and other organisations, support for the military is becoming further
embedded into wider society.
Local authorities support Armed Forces Day, and other events such
EW6IWIVZIW(E]ERHVIGVYMXQIRXHMWTPE]WXSJYP½PPXLIMVGSQQMXQIRXW
under the Armed Forces Community Covenant. Many businesses,
charities and community organisations have pledged support through
the Armed Forces Corporate Covenant. While the stated aim of
the Covenant is to remove disadvantage for serving members of the
armed forces in accessing services, and to facilitate employees to be
reservists, the Covenants also promote the military as an institution
and as a career option.
As military action has become
more controversial and
recruits numbers have fallen,
the armed forces have had to
reach further into civil society
to maintain public support.
Outreach events display
an uncritical acceptance of

military approaches and portray war-making
as entertainment. Many Armed Forces Day
events are marketed as ‘family fun’, without
acknowledging the negative consequences of war.
Public displays of weapons and military vehicles
are used to promote the armed forces as a
career to children.
Schools are encouraged to show support on
Armed Forces Day by using assembly and
curriculum resources which portray a sanitised
image of military activities. Their promotional
emphasis does not facilitate critical thinking
among young people.

Answering questions

What is wrong with showing support for
men and women in the armed forces?

Events such as Armed Forces Day aim to
create public support for the military as an
institution as well as recognising the service
of those in the armed forces. Celebrating the
military risks promoting an uncritical acceptance
of its approaches at the expense of security
approaches that aim to build long-term peace.

Why shouldn’t the council support these
military events?

Local councils and other public bodies should
not be obliged to create support for the military.
These councils risk alienating parts of the local
community by aligning themselves with the
armed forces in a celebratory way. One part of
the community is celebrated while services to
others are cut and other public services are not
given the same level of public recognition. Local
councils should not be facilitating the unrealistic
and sanitised view of military life portrayed in
armed forces marketing.

Kids love military vehicles and weapons.
What is wrong with them being on display?

armed forces that could be harmful to the
long-term societal goals of democracy, equality
and peace.

Isn’t it important for the general public to
understand more about the work of the
armed forces?

While it is important that individual service
personnel, veterans and their families do not
face hostility or disadvantage, public outreach
activities are about far more than developing
understanding. They serve to create acceptance
of military approaches and to generate new
recruits. It is easy to lose sight of the terrible
IJJIGXWSJQMPMXEV]GSR¾MGX[LIREVQIH
intervention by the state is seen as normal.

Facts
*EVJVSQFIMRKNYWXEVI¾IGXMSRSJVIWTIGXJSV
serving personnel, public support of the armed
JSVGIWLEWMRXIRWM½IHEPSRKWMHIXLITVSQSXMSRSJ
Armed Forces Day1.
Armed Forces Day was established after
the National Recognition of our Armed Forces
report of 2008, which made many policy
recommendations to make the armed forces feel
“morally and materially supported” by society.
The Armed Forces Covenant was recognised in
law in 2011. Every local authority in Great Britain
has now signed an Armed Forces Community
Covenant. Many partner organisations have also
signed. As well as committing them to work
towards removing disadvantage in access to
housing, healthcare, education, and employment
for the armed forces, it also pledges them to
encourage support through public events such
as Armed Forces Day. Many local authorities
have appointed one or more Armed Forces
Champions.

Armed forces recruiters know that if they create
an interest in a child from an early age, they
are more likely to be able to recruit them later
on. Public events provide the opportunity to
develop this interest by presenting young people
with exciting things like weapons and military
vehicles and highly persuasive advertising.

The Armed Forces Corporate Covenant has
been signed by many hundreds of companies,
charities and other organisations, including
schools, colleges and universities, pledging
workplace support of reservists, military spouses
and veterans and support for cadet forces and
Armed Forces Day.

What’s wrong with companies and charities
showing support for cadets and Armed
Forces Day?

1 The British Social Attitudes (29) report “Armed Forces:
The UK’s Armed Forces: public support for the troops
but not their missions?” (2012) stated that: “We have also
found evidence from two different sources that people’s
respect for the military is likely to have increased in
recent years.”

Many oganisations are being asked to support
the armed forces and defence policy, such as the
recruitment of reserves, which is unrelated to
their actual business. Not only is this potentially
divisive, it creates a privileged status for the

Photo, left: North Wales Armed Forces Day.
Credit: Wrexham Peace and Justice Forum

Remembrance

Veterans For Peace marching to the The Cenotaph © 2017 Guy Smallman

Armistice Day was intended
to mark a day of intense
sadness and grief at the
enormous cost of war and
the failure of humanity to
prevent it. But the nature
of Remembrance in Britain
has changed over recent
years. The Remembrance
period has become elaborate
and lengthy and co-opted
by military interests and
TVSQSXMSREPQIWWEKIW3J½GMEP
Remembrance ceremonies
have a narrow focus on British
servicemen and women, with
little recognition of the effects
of war on service personnel
and civilians from other parts
of the world.

We all have a part to play in the public debate around Remembrance.
Individual or community acts of rethinking the Remembrance message
EVIZMXEPXSGSYRXIVXLIMRLIVIRXQMPMXEVMWQSJSJ½GMEPGIVIQSRMIW

Poppy politics

Remembrance is a broad concept. While some emphasise the
importance of saying ‘never again’ to loss and suffering, others see no
reason to question the morality of the wars in which it happened.

;LMPIXLITSTT]GERWMKRMJ]FSXLXLIWITSWMXMSRWXLISJ½GMEPEGX
of memorialising war tends to glorify and sanitise it. The focus on
LSRSYVMRKQIQFIVWSJXLIEVQIHJSVGIWGERFIGSQIFPYVVIH3J½GMEP
messaging by the Royal British Legion, the military, the government and
public authorities has increasingly included elements that emphasise
HIQSRWXVEXMRKWYTTSVXXLIEVQIHJSVGIWVEXLIVXLERVI¾IGXMRKSRXLI
suffering of war or acknowledging it as human failure.
A sense of obligation to demonstrate uncritical support for marking
XLIHE]LEWHIZIPSTIH8:TVIWIRXIVWERHSXLIVTYFPMG½KYVIWEVI
instructed to wear a red poppy for many days before Armistice Day,
sporting events in November are heavily branded with the poppy and
some schools even require all their pupils to wear one.
Although a charity, the Royal British Legion has developed a style
of operating that is reminiscent of a large corporation. It has
commercialised Remembrance by heavily pushing the sale of red
poppies and related merchandise and claims a legal ownership over
the poppy brand. Some of its ventures – poppy-themed pop bands
and jewellery – speak more of commercial logic than of sensitivity to
the issue of war, death and killing.
Its fundraising through corporate partnerships should also raise major
concerns. The Remembrance Centre at the National Memorial
Arboretum is sponsored by arms companies, including BAE Systems
and Boeing Defence UK (see www.thenma.org.uk/about-us/new-

it is very important to remember all those who
have suffered as a result, it is also important
to question why it happens and not allow
Remembrance to be used to sanction military
action.

Why do you want to challenge the way
Remembrance is held?

In memory of all who have suffered in all wars.
Photo: Nik Dadson for Britain Yearly Meeting

remembrance-centre for the full list). Surely this
has to be challenged?
The language used during Remembrance
is euphemistic, glorifying and sanitising the
consequences of warfare. Narratives around
XLIRSFMPMX]ERHWEGVM½GISJ½KLXMRKXSTVSXIGX
our freedoms mask the reality of the causes and
impact of war and create a sense of uncritical
acceptance.
In recent years, there has been more public
debate about the character of Remembrance
as many people have grown uncomfortable
with aspects of it. Many question the imbalance
between the act of remembering and the focus
on fundraising and promotion of the armed
forces. White poppy sales are high as people
seek to express their desire for peace through
Remembrance.

Answering questions

Won’t talking about white poppies for
peace show disrespect for the armed
forces?
%[LMXITSTT]WMKRM½IWVIQIQFIVMRKEPPXLI
victims of wars. It can be worn without showing
any disrespect for individuals in the armed forces
or offending those who may be mourning the
loss of loved ones. Many veterans and others
[LSLEZIPSWXJVMIRHWERHJEQMP]XLVSYKLGSR¾MGX
wear a white poppy.

What is wrong with honouring those who
have suffered in war?
Remembrance ceremonies can sometimes
reinforce the view that war is acceptable and
natural, however regrettable it may be. While

Remembrance ceremonies are not set in stone.
8LI]GLERKISZIVXMQIXSVI¾IGXXLIMRXIVIWXWSJ
the institutions that organise them. The military
is currently concerned about public promotion
of the armed forces and recruitment and
Remembrance has become another opportunity
for this. It is also an opportunity to raise funds,
which can lead to tensions between the core
message and maximizing income. The public
debate around how we remember the causes
and consequences of war is very important for
future generations and it is vital that those who
work for peace are part of that debate.

How can school students explore
Remembrance?

Exploring Remembrance in schools is an
opportunity to encourage critical thinking
about the causes and consequences of war
and to understand that this essential critique
in no way dishonours or disrespects those
who have suffered. Learning activities should
look at warfare from different perspectives
and avoid euphemistic language or ideas that
glorify or sanitise warfare. Schools could also be
encouraged to explore the meaning of the white
TSTT]ERHRSRQMPMXEVMWIHWSPYXMSRWXSGSR¾MGX
that emphasis peacebuilding and long-term
security.

The white poppy

The white poppy is a symbol of
Remembrance. It explicitly says “No more
wars. No more killing. Let us work for
peace.” It was introduced by the Women’s
Cooperative Guild in 1933. The white
poppy represents those on all sides who
have died, been injured or still suffer in
GSR¾MGXWEGVSWWXLI[SVPH
Each year more and more people wear
white poppies or lay a wreath of them at
their local war memorial. Some choose
a mix of red and white poppies. Some
GLSSWIXS[IEVRIMXLIV1ER]½RHE[LMXI
poppy prompts conversation around war,
peace, Remembrance and hope.

The arms
trade drives
militarism

Children playing with an M134 Minigun at Farnborough International Airshow.

It isn’t just the state that
FIRI½XWJVSQQMPMXEVMWQ8LI
arms trade also stands to
gain from public acceptance
and increased awareness
among young people and
opportunities to recruit
XLIQ%VQWGSQTERMIWTVS½X
from a more militarised
society where weapons and
military might are accepted as
necessary and even symbols of
prestige. Their social license to
operate is also strengthened
by their role as employers and
their involvement in the public
sector and public events.

Arms companies sponsor military events such as Armed Forces Day
ERHJYRHVEMWMRKIZIRXWJSV6IQIQFVERGI8LI]FIRI½XJVSQXLI
support given by the public to these events and an image of public
respectability.
Along with the military, they are also increasingly involved in education,
through direct sponsorship of schools and involvement in their
curriculum, as well as widespread provision of learning activities related
to STEM (science, technology, engineering and maths) education. They
also sponsor careers events, national STEM awards and challenges,
undergraduate programmes and activities for youth organisations.
8LIFIRI½XWXSEVQWGSQTERMIWSJXLMWMRZSPZIQIRXMRIHYGEXMSREVI
many. Not only does it steer interested and work-ready students
towards a career in the arms industry and provide mechanisms for
directly recruiting them, it helps to create an acceptance of them
among young people and society at large. Their role as providers
within education and other activities for young people masks their
primary purpose and blurs the boundaries between acceptable and
unacceptable, ethical and immoral. This is aided by the association of
communities with companies which bring jobs and economic security.
The government heavily promotes the message that the defence and
security sector is vital for employment.
Universities are fertile recruiting grounds for the military and arms
companies and both have numerous links and partnerships with
universities across the UK. Military interests tap heavily into the
intellectual capital of university communities as students and staff are
channelled into military research and employment.
Not only do the military and arms companies have common interests,
they have a very close working relationship. Campaign Against Arms
8VEHILEWVIWIEVGLIHXLIGSVVYTX³VIZSPZMRKHSSV´JSVTS[IVJYP½KYVIW
between the arms trade and government which gives the arms

MRHYWXV]ELYKIEQSYRXSJTSPMXMGEPMR¾YIRGI1 A
close relationship between commercial interests,
the military and political decision-making is a key
factor of militarism.
Like the military, arms companies present a
sanitised image which skirts around the reality
of what their products are actually used for. BAE
Systems’ promotional video for students and
parents as a partner of Portsmouth University
Technical College fails to mention that it is a
company that manufactures weapons systems.
,S[IZIVEWXLI]HMVIGXP]TVS½XJVSQGSR¾MGX
arms companies lack the legitimacy of the
military, and can sometimes be easier to
challenge and oppose.

Answering questions

Don’t we need to be able to defend
ourselves and have the technology to do it?

The damage the arms trade does is a root cause
of so many of the world’s problems. Many of its
practices are highly unethical. The more this is
RSVQEPMWIHXLIQSVIHMJ½GYPXMXMWXSGLERKI

whitewash their involvement in war and all the
dubious moral questions that raises by funding
local services and events. Human rights and
other ethical concerns about a company’s
operations can not be ignored, particularly if
they are involved in the education of the next
generation.

BAE Systems

BAE Systems is the UK’s largest arms company
ERHEPQSWXEPPSJMXWTVS½XWGSQIJVSQWIPPMRK
arms.28LIGSQTER]JYIPWGSR¾MGX[MXL
MXWTVSHYGXMSRSJ½KLXIVEMVGVEJX[EVWLMTW
nuclear missile submarines, armoured vehicles,
missiles and small arms ammunition. It is also
developing new weapons systems including lethal
autonomous weapons and laser directed energy
weapons which it claims will change “the nature
of warfare”. BAE Systems is the main company
implicated in the supply of arms from the UK
used by Saudi Arabia to attack the civilian
population of Yemen. Its armoured vehicles
were used by Saudi Arabia in Bahrain to support
the repression of democracy protests in 2011.

-WR´XEVQWGSQTER]MR¾YIRGISRYRMZIVWMXMIW While the House of Lords ruled in 2008 that
corruption investigations against the company
relatively small?

Some universities have strong partnerships
with arms companies and some university
departments receive a large proportion of their
funding from military research. This will shape
their priorities and perspectives.

Whats wrong with arms companies passing
on engineering skills to young people?

Whether the activities are about armed drones
or not directly related to the defence industry,
the delivery of exciting learning activities by arms
companies normalises weapons technology and
legitimises the company’s operations.

Why shouldn’t arms companies provide
STEM activities free to young people?

Science, engineering and technology activities
and careers advice are weighted towards
industries with agendas and outputs that
contribute to some of the very threats the
STEM community must answer. We need STEM
graduates to transition the defence economy
towards more socially useful production.

Shouldn’t arms companies put something
back into the community?

Arms companies should not be able to

should be stopped for national security reasons,
&%)7]WXIQWLEWTEMH½RIWSVWIXXPIQIRXWMR
corruptions cases elsewhere.

The National Memorial Arboretum, the Royal
British Legion’s centre for Remembrance, is
sponsored by BAE Systems and Boeing Defence
UK among others.
BAE Systems partners with the RAF and the
Royal Navy to deliver its STEM roadshow to
hundreds of schools each year. The company
sponsors a school in Barrow in Furness, where
it is a major employer, as well as four university
technical colleges.
BAE Systems has many collaborations with UK
universities for research projects. It recently
ERRSYRGIH½ZITEVXRIVWLMTW[MXLWTIGMEPMWX
universities, where a BAE employer will be
embedded in the university.
The ‘Big Bang Fair’, which attracts groups of
students from primary and secondary schools, is
sponsored by some of the world’s top 100 arms
companies: BAE Systems, Rolls-Royce, Airbus,
Leonardo and Thales – as well as the army, navy,
RAF and MoD.

 7IIQSVIMRJSVQEXMSRSRTSPMXMGEPMR¾YIRGIEXLXXTW[[[GEEXSVKYOMWWYIWMR¾YIRGI
2. Information about BAE Systems and other arms companies is available at www.caat.org.uk/resources/companies

comment on associated webpages or send
in a clear and concise letter to the editor in
response. A letter to a local paper about a
local issue is very likely to be published and
will reach people across your community
and add to, or help create, local debate.

Creating public debate
through media action
Media coverage – whether that be on radio,
TV, newspapers, social media, either locally
or nationally – is a vital way of creating and
MRJSVQMRKTYFPMGHIFEXIERHMR¾YIRGMRKTSPMG]
and practice. A council that has received criticism
for allowing weapons on display at a recruiting
stand is more likely to reconsider next time.
Parliamentary representatives use the media to
stay informed about their constituents’ concerns.
The media plays a huge role in increasing the
MR¾YIRGISJXLIEVQIHJSVGIWMRWSGMIX]4EVXWSJ
the media have actively campaigned to this effect
while other parts largely report public events
such as Armed Forces Day, or policy decisions
which favour the military, with little balance.
By challenging media bias and introducing
other perspectives, we help to change what
is regarded as mainstream public opinion and
create more balanced debate. As a result of
sustained work by campaigners, the campaign to
raise the age of armed forces recruitment is now
recognised within the media and is regularly the
subject of interviews or talk-shows.
;MXLXLIHMZIVWM½GEXMSRSJQIHMESYXPIXWERHXLI
rise in social media, there are more possibilities
for adding our own voices to the debate. We
can also use these channels for distributing our
own media. With a little effort you will have the
reward of seeing your message out there.

O

Use Facebook and Twitter to share articles
or tweet news outlets with responses to
stories they have run or should be running.

O

If you feel there is a clear case in which
the media is not providing balance, make a
complaint! The BBC in particular has a
licence to do balanced reporting.

O

Take part in local or national phone-in
radio shows if something relevant is being
discussed.

Becoming the story
If you are holding an event, action or project,
think about using the mainstream and social
media to promote it early on. It takes some
effort, but can really pay off.

What’s the story?

Decide what is going to be your media hook.
Is there an aspect that may be of particular
interest, such as an anniversary or association
with local events or people? Think about how
you will frame the story, who the protagonists
are and what perspectives they bring. Make sure
the language you use is clear and accessible and
that your concerns are expressed in a way that
people are more likely to relate to. For example,
emphasise your concern about the marketing
of armed forces careers to young children at
Armed Forces Day rather than your worries
about the increase of militarism.

Have a strategy

Media interventions

Make a response when you hear something that
concerns you.

O

Be alert to coverage in national and local
papers, TV and radio. You can often

If you are going to do media, your media
strategy should be a central part of organising
a project, event or campaign, rather than an
afterthought. Make sure you develop public
interest in what you are doing as you go along.
Social media is useful for building towards an
event, with a press release for mainstream media
and one or two articles available online nearer
XLIXMQI-J]SYHSR´XJIIPGSR½HIRX[MXLWSGMEP
media or setting up a website, ask someone to
help start things up and show you how to use
them. You may wish to allocate one or two
people to focus on the media work.

Writing a press release

It is important to have a clear and concise press

release to send to local or regional papers
or TV and radio. It can also help you get your
statement clear about what you are organising,
and why. Include a concise summary about what
is happening with date, times and location. A
quote from one of the main people involved
explaining in their own words why the event
is taking place will help bring things to life. Put
background information in a notes section at the
end. Include your contact details so journalists
can verify the information and request an
interview. Finally, send the text in the body of an
email with a clear subject line. News desks look
at numerous emails every day so make sure your
message is immediately clear.

Be sociable!

Social media has become a powerful tool for
campaigning. For many, it is the communication
channel of choice for reading and sharing news
and opinion. Facebook and Twitter are easy to
set up and help you to develop and respond
to your audience. If you have articles or other
material to post and want a longer-term web
presence, consider setting up a simple website,
such as a free Wordpress blog. Whatever you
choose, make sure you post regularly to build up
your audience.

Document what you do

An interesting photo can go a long way on social
media and is a great way of communicating what
you have done. Use social media to report on
how things went and send a short account with
images to the local paper or news websites. Your
documentation will build up a picture of what
you have achieved and be inspiring for others.

&IGSQIE½PQQEOIV

Film is possibly the most effective way of getting
a message across. You can easily make short
videos using your own mobile phone or camera
footage, and adding pictures and text, either
online or with downloadable software. Put your
½PQWSR=SY8YFISV:MQISERHXLIRIQFIHXLI
½PQMR]SYV[IFWMXISVPMROXSMXYWMRK*EGIFSSO
and Twitter. Audio podcasts are effective for
talks or interviews.
Liverpool Armed Forces Day, 2017. Photo: John Usher

Making contact with journalists

Follow up your email with a phone call to make
sure it has got through to the right person and
to highlight why the story is important. If you
are running a longer-term campaign, make early
contact with any local or regional journalists who
may be interested in what you are doing and
develop their interest.

Develop your media skills

Interacting with the media can be daunting but
a little preparation will help overcome that.
Practice delivering your message quickly and
clearly and write a short list of main points that
all those involved can refer to. Media training for
activists and community groups is available.

Alternative online media outlets or blogs will
consider well written news and comment. Try
regional or local websites with a history of
publishing more radical material or websites
which support grassroots activism.

Make your own media

Info

With social media and simple websites it is easy
for every campaign or project to have the online
TVIWIRGIRIIHIHJSVTISTPIXS½RHSYXEFSYX
and promote, what you are doing.

Submit

For more information and advice on these
topics, contacts for the press and activist media
training, sample templates and other help, see
the website.

Militarism in
Scotland and
Wales

The Scottish Peace Network protest at Armed Forces Day in Stirling in 2014.
Photo: Scottish Peace Network

Militarism has a distinct history
in Scotland and Wales and ties
to the armed forces remain
strong. Voices for peace have
also been strong, and effective
campaigns have been waged
against aspects of militarism
that have an impact locally,
such as Trident and the
shelved plans for a defence
academy in St Athan, Wales.

As with England, areas of
deprivation in Scotland and
Wales have been an important source of new recruits. The armed
forces are active in visiting schools and colleges.
With devolved parliaments in charge of education, campaigners have
been able to challenge the promotion of the military in Scottish and
Welsh schools. A petition led by Cymdeithas y Cymod, the Fellowship
of Reconciliation in Wales, resulted in the Welsh Assembly agreeing
to provide more guidance and scrutiny around military activities in
schools. In Scotland ForcesWatch and the Quakers are petitioning the
Scottish Parliament to introduce greater transparency, parental and
student choice, and guidance around armed forces visits to schools.


±8LITIXMXMSRTVSZMHIWERI\GIPPIRX½VWXWXITXS[EVHWIRWYVMRK
that school visits by the armed forces are more closely
monitored and regulated. I do not believe that the decision
about whether such a visit should take place, and what such a
visit should entail, should be left to local discretion.”
Letter from the Children and Young
People’s Commissioner Scotland, 2016

As many people have a connection to the armed forces, it can be
HMJ½GYPXXSKIXFI]SRHIRXVIRGLIHTSWMXMSRWXSQSZIXLIHIFEXI
forward. These campaigns have raised awareness and the level of
public conversation around militarism.
There is now more political activity and press coverage about military
activities in local schools, the introduction of more cadet activities
in Scottish schools, and the campaign to raise the age of military
recruitment. The work and support of grassroots activists, youth
organisations and networks concerned with child rights as well as
peace and justice, has made this progress possible.
“As a secondary school student I have witnessed militarism
towards myself and my classmates. This is one of the most
important issues affecting young people and our education
system. We deserve the truth not a glamorised version of
the military”
Jay Sutherland, student and founder of Scotland against Militarism

Resources
For links to all these resources and many others,
see www.forceswatch.net/takeaction

The Unseen March
8LMWWLSVX½PQUYIWXMSRMRKXLIGVIITMRK
militarisation of schools brings together voices
from education, the armed forces and public life.
See Quakers in Britain resources on militarism at
www.quaker.org.uk/our-work/peace.

Soldiers at 16 – The other side of the story
%WIVMIWSJWLSVX½PQWEFSYXSRI]SYRKQER´W
experience of being in, and then leaving, the
army.
See resources on raising the age of recruitment
from Child Soldiers International at
www.child-soldiers.org/dontenlistat16.

CAAT News

To read the latest from Campaign Against Arms Trade and for many
other resources see www.caat.org.uk.

Teach Peace pack

A peace education resource for primary
schools.
See other peace education resources
from the Peace Education Network and
its members at
http://peace-education.org.uk.

Science4Society Week

Science4Society Week is a collection of
science education activities and designed
to inspire young people, coordinated by
Scientists for Global Responsibility.
See www.s4s.org.uk and www.sgr.org.uk for more on ethical science,
design and technology.

Peace Week pack

A whole-school Peace Week to help schools explore the kind of
society their students want to live in.
See Quakers in Britain resources on peace education at www.quaker.
org.uk/our-work/peace/peace-education.

White poppies for a culture of peace

See more about the white poppy and how you can order them from
the Peace Pledge Union at www.ppu.org.uk/whitepoppy.

Questioning the presence of the armed forces in schools
%FVMI½RKXSLIPTXLSWIVEMWMRKGSRGIVRWEFSYXXLIMRZSPZIQIRXSJXLI
military in their schools.
See other ForcesWatch resources at www.forceswatch.net.

Get involved
These national organisations are challenging
militarism in schools and elsewhere:

Campaign Against Arms Trade
www.caat.org.uk

Challenging Militarism of Youth in Scotland

http://peaceandjustice.org.uk/peace-organisations/
challenging-militarisation-of-youth-in-scotland

Useful networks
Network for Peace

www.networkforpeace.org.uk

Scottish Peace Network

www.scottishpeacenetwork.org.uk

Wales for Peace

http://walesforpeace.org/wfp

Child Soldiers International

War Resisters’ International

www.child-soldiers.org

www.wri-irg.org

Conscience: taxes for peace not war

For organisations doing education for peace and
GSR¾MGXVIWSPYXMSR[SVO[MXL]SYRKTISTPIWII
the Peace Education Network
http://peace-education.org.uk

www.conscienceonline.org.uk

Countering the militarisation of youth https://antimili-youth.net

Cymdeithas y Cymod / The Fellowship of
Reconciliation in Wales
www.cymdeithasycymod.org.uk

Fellowship of Reconciliation

www.for.org.uk

ForcesWatch

www.forceswatch.net

Medact

www.medact.org

Pax Christi

http://paxchristi.org.uk

Peace Pledge Union

http://www.ppu.org.uk

Quaker Peace & Social Witness

www.quaker.org.uk/our-work/peace/challengingmilitarism-1

Scotland Against Militarism

https://www.facebook.com/MilitarismScot

Veterans for Peace UK
http://vfpuk.org
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Education
Bringing balance
to a school
My daughter came home from a
Year 8 assembly with a recruiting
PIE¾IXJSVXLIGEHIXW;SVVMIH-
didn’t know whom to contact at
½VWXFYX½REPP]XLILIEHXIEGLIV
EVVERKIHXSQIIX
&IJSVI[IQIXXLIWGLSSPLIPH
a careers fair and invited parents
to run stalls alongside other
SVKERMWEXMSRW[LMGLMRGPYHIH
WIZIVEPQMPMXEV]VIGVYMXIVW;I
decided we could offer some
FEPERGI
-TYPPIHXSKIXLIVERI\LMFMXMSR
SRTIEGIFYMPHMRKSTTSVXYRMXMIW
;MXLWSQIVIWIEVGL[IQEHIE
LERHSYXTEGOIH[MXLI\EQTPIW
of learning and training for peace
ERHLYQERVMKLXWFYMPHMRKWOMPPW
IQTPS]IVWVIEPP]ZEPYI
The school printed them for us
ERH[IVIXEOIRF]TYTMPW
Researching this prepared me for
EZIV]TSWMXMZIQIIXMRK
8LILIEHXIEGLIV[EWMR¾YIRGIH
F]Q]EVKYQIRXXLEXGSR¾MGX

resolution skills support the
school’s priorities and Ofsted
VIUYMVIQIRXW
-[EWMRZMXIHXSTYXWYKKIWXMSRW
XSXLI+SZIVRSVW8LI]
responded by proposing that
the school sets up a student-led
ethics committee to consider
requests from the military
and others to talk directly to
WXYHIRXWERHIRWYVIFEPERGI
They also strongly supported
XIEGLMRKGSR¾MGXVIWSPYXMSR8LI
school is now planning taking this
JSV[EVHERHQ]JVMIRHWERH-
are offering support for a whole
school Peace Day!


 

+MPP%PGSGO'LIWLMVI

Tips for action

Talk to schools

Often they just won’t have
thought about the results of
QMPMXEV]MRZSPZIQIRX,IVIEVI
some key arguments you can
make with schools:

Safety
-JXLIWGLSSPGEVIWEFSYXXLI
WEJIX]SJMXWWXYHIRXWMXWLSYPH

make sure young people are
aware of all the risks a military
career involves for their
TL]WMGEPERHQIRXEPLIEPXL

Choice
-J]SY´VIEWXYHIRXSVETEVIRX
]SYVZMI[MWMQTSVXERX
The right to freedom of
conscience and religion might
lead you to choose not to
participate in an activity you
JIIPTVSQSXIW[EVSVZMSPIRGI

Balance
;LIRHIEPMRK[MXLGSRXVSZIVWMEP
MWWYIWWGLSSPWEVIQIERX
to provide a balance of
TIVWTIGXMZIW-JSRP]XLIQMPMXEV]
MWMRZMXIHXSWTIEOSRP]SRIWMHI
MWLIEVH'SRRIGXXLIWGLSSP
with other organisations like

Veterans for Peace who can
TVSZMHIXLEXHMJJIVIRXZSMGI

&IRI½XWSJXIEGLMRKTIEGI
%W+MPPWYGGIWWJYPP]EVKYIH
schools can reap enormous
FIRI½XWJVSQMRZIWXMRKMRWOMPPW
PMOIGSR¾MGXVIWSPYXMSRFYMPHMRK
resilience and helping them
meet the school’s obligation to
support the social and moral
HIZIPSTQIRXSJMXWWXYHIRXW
Encourage the school to sign the
-RWTMVI4IEGI'LEVXIV WIIMRWIVX
MRXLMWTEGO [LMGLGSQQMXW
schools to promoting peace
education and providing balance
[LIRHMWGYWWMRK[EVXLIQMPMXEV]
ERHEVQIHZMSPIRGI
Talk to others in the school
GSQQYRMX]ERHFI]SRH

Military influence in education
Schools & colleges sign
Armed Forces
Corporate Covenants to
pledge support for the
armed forces
Military influence on
universities
Including research and
development, recruitment,
university service units,
military-sponsored degrees

Promotion of 'military
ethos' in schools via
alternative provision

Cadet Expansion
Programme in schools
Troops to teachers
Military and arms
industry provision of
STEM education
Science, technology,
engineering, maths

Reserves day
Camo day
Armed forces day
Military promotion in
curriculum resources

Remembrance

Armed forces visits to
schools and colleges
Careers presentations and
events, curriculum and
development activities

Armed forces
marketing
Armed forces recruiting
in public space

Military and arms
industry partner
education institutions
Militainment
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Recruitment
Challenging street
recruitment

before you sign up

Thinking of joining the armed forces?
Leicester is targeted for
VIGVYMXQIRXWMRGIQER]GLMPHVIR
.L[[OLMHJ[ZÄYZ[MYVT!
EVITSSV;I´ZIFIIRGSRGIVRIH
www.beforeyousignup.info
about the frequent presence
independent information service
of the army on the streets
JSVWSQIXMQI³[I´MRGPYHMRK
rewarding to have parents say
0IMGIWXIV'2(0IMGIWXIV
how pleased they were to see
Quakers and those who gather
YWWSQISJ[LSWIGLMPHVIR
at the clocktower every Friday
[IVIXLMROMRKSJWMKRMRKYT8LI]
RMKLXJSVETIEGIZMKMPMRZMXMRK
talked to veterans and took
passersby to chalk peace
³&IJSVI=SY7MKR9T´GEVHW
QIWWEKIWSRXLITEZIQIRX

One of the motivating factors
for me was seeing the army
one Saturday in the city centre
[MXL[IETSRV]-GLEPPIRKIH
XLIQFYXJIPX-[EWRSXEGLMIZMRK
QYGL7S-GSRXEGXIH%QFVSWI
[LSLEHTVIZMSYWP]½PQIH
XLIQ;IHMHWSQIVIWIEVGL
[MXL*SVGIW;EXGLTVSHYGIHE
PIE¾IXERHGSRXEGXIH:IXIVERW
JSV4IEGI
Twelve of us were there
RI\XXMQI-X[EWKVIEXLEZMRK
Veterans for Peace as the army
GER´XHMWQMWWXLIQIEWMP]-X[EW

;IPEYRGLIHEGLEVXIVSRXLI
reduction of the militarisation of
young people and we’re lobbying
the council to put a minimum
age on children handling
[IETSRV]SRXLIWXVIIXW



 
 

4IRR];EPOIV
0IMGIWXIV%KEMRWX;EV

Tips for action
Monitor and share

0IMGIWXIV%KEMRWX;EV½PQIH
and photographed the
recruitment initiatives of the
EVQ]SRXLIMVWXVIIXWWLS[MRK

young kids handling big guns
ERHXEPOMRKXSVIGVYMXIVW8LI]
then shared this on social media
and with national organisations
XLEXGLEPPIRKIQMPMXEVMWQ8LMW
on-the-ground evidence is really
MQTSVXERXERHYWIJYP

)RKEKI[MXLXLIGSYRGMP

Think of tangible requests for
council members that counter
problematic recruitment
MRMXMEXMZIWWYGLEWXLI0IMGIWXIV
request for a minimum age
on children handling weapons
SRXLIWXVIIXW1EOIMXIEW]
+IXLIPTERHVIWSYVGIW
for other people to join the
0IMGIWXIV%KEMRWX;EV[ERXIHXS
GEQTEMKRPMOIXLISRPMRIWMKREFPI
be more prepared and effective
0IMGIWXIVGLEVXIV
when challenging on-street
QMPMXEV]VIGVYMXQIRXWSXLI]KSX ³&IJSVI=SY7MKR9T´GEVHWEVI
help from Veterans for Peace
EZEMPEFPIJVSQ*SVGIW;EXGL
ERH*SVGIW;EXGL=SYGERKIX
WYTTSVX[MXLVIWSYVGIWVIWIEVGL
TYFPMGMX]WXVEXIK]ERHQSVI

'LMPHVIRTPE]MRKSRQMPMXEV]IUYMTQIRXEX0MZIVTSSP%VQIH*SVGIW(E]
4LSXS.SLR9WLIV
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Alternatives to cadets
1ER]EVIEWSJXLI9/EVI
;SSHGVEJX*SPO7GSYXW
seeing cuts to youth activities
ERH+YMHIW
ERHWTEGIWJSV]SYRKTISTPI
These national organisations
[LMPIGEHIXYRMXWEVIQYPXMTP]MRK TVSZMHIEREVVE]SJI\GMXMRK
particularly those attached
activities for children and
XSWGLSSPW1MPMXEV]XLIQIH
XIIREKIVWWYGLEWOE]EOMRK
activities should not be the only
PIEVRMRKWYVZMZEPWOMPPW
STXMSREZEMPEFPIXS]SYRKTISTPI TLSXSKVETL]½VWXEMHGSQTYXIV
TVSKVEQQMRKPIEVRMRKEFSYX
Lobby your local council to
FSH]GSR½HIRGIERHPIEHMRK
increase funding for local youth
GEQTW8LI;SSHGVEJX*SPO
KVSYTW)QTLEWMWIXLEXXLI]
helps to develop children’s
FYMPHGSR½HIRGIWIPJE[EVIRIWW
awareness of society and world
ERHGSQQYRMGEXMSRWOMPPW
MWWYIW
[[[[SSHGVEJXSVKYO
You can increase knowledge
LXXTWGSYXWSVKYO
SJERHWYTTSVXJSVEPXIVREXMZI
LXXTWKYMHIWKMVPKYMHMRKSVKYO
EGXMZMXMIWTVSZMHMRKMRJSVQEXMSR
JSVWGLSSPWERHEWOMRKXLIQXS
WLEVIMX[MXLXLIMVTYTMPW

7X.SLR´W%QFYPERGI
Cadets
10- to 17-year-olds can volunteer
F]TVSZMHMRK½VWXEMHGSZIV
EXTYFPMGIZIRXW8LI]PIEVR
leadership and public speaking
WOMPPWERHLEZIVIWMHIRXMEPGEQTW
ERH½VWXEMHGSQTIXMXMSRW
[[[WNESVKYOWNE]SYRK
TISTPIGEHIXWEWT\

0SGEP=SYXL%GXMSRTVSNIGXW

These give young people spaces
and resources to work out
what matters to them and take
QIERMRKJYPEGXMSRFYMPHMRKXLIQ
ERHXLIMVGSQQYRMX]

0SGEPGSRWIVZEXMSRKVSYTW
and animal shelters
1ER]GSRWIVZEXMSRSVKERMWEXMSRW
groups and initiatives engage
]SYRKTISTPIMRSYXHSSVW[SVO
Local animal shelters also often
XEOISR]SYRKZSPYRXIIVW

4IEGIIHYGEXMSR

Peace education equips children
and young people with the
skills and understanding to be
TIEGIQEOIVW)\GIPPIRXTIEGI
education is delivered by
SVKERMWEXMSRWWYGLEW5YEOIVW
XLI4IEGI)HYGEXMSR2IX[SVO
XLI4IIV1IHMEXMSR2IX[SVO
and the Peaceful Schools
1SZIQIRX+IX]SYVPSGEP
schools involved!

%]IEVSPH´WI\TIVMIRGI
±-[SYPHRSXFIEFPIXSGSQTPIXI
A level PE without joining the
'SQFMRIH'EHIX*SVGI%WE
7IVKIERX-LERHXLIKYRWXS
the kids of 13 and 14 and even
put the bullets into their bullet
holders – even though it feels
[VSRK²
She says that most of cadets and
XLIXVEMRIVWTYXSRXLIMV³%VQ]
heads’ as soon as they put on
XLIMVYRMJSVQW8LIXVEMRIVWEPP
I\QMPMXEV]WLSYXERHFEVOSYX
SVHIVWGEPPMRKXLI]SYRKSRIW
±WGYQFEKW²IXG7SHSXLIWM\XL
JSVQIVW[LSIEVRXLIMVWXVMTIW
The children shoot ten rounds at
EXMQIEXLYQERGYXSYXW
7LIWE]WXLEXI\XVEGYVVMGYPEV
activities should be rolled
out across the country and
be available to all schools and
TYTMPWMRGPYHMRKXLIWYFWMHMWIH
VIWMHIRXMEPGSYVWIWFYXRSXVYR
SVJYRHIHF]XLIEVQIHJSVGIW
±2SHVMPPW2SKYRW²

4LSXS SZIVPIEJ 'LMPHVIRHERGMRK
EXXLI;SSHGVEJX*SPO0SRHSR
Region 90th Anniversary Pageant:
;SSHGVEJX*SPO
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Challenging Armed
Forces Day
;VI\LEQ4IEGIERH.YWXMGI
Forum sent an open letter to
the local council protesting
its support of Armed Forces
Day and the use of a picture
of a toddler in military gear to
EHZIVXMWIMX
The letter was also sent to local
GSYRGMPPSVWERHXLIPSGEPTETIV
-XLMKLPMKLXIHXLIXIVVMFPIIJJIGXW
SJ[EVXLIMRETTVSTVMEXIRIWWSJ
TVIWIRXMRKMXEWIRXIVXEMRQIRX
and the dangers of the recruiting
QIWWEKIWEXXLIIZIRX-XEPWS
VEMWIHGSRGIVRWXLEXXLI2SVXL
;EPIW%VQIH*SVGIW(E]
%QFEWWEHSV E]SYRKZIXIVER 
recommended that under-18s
WLSYPHWMKRYTJSVXLIJSVGIW

ERHXLIGSYRGMP3RITEVIRXWEMH
±-X[EWKSSHXSWIIXLIXVYIWMHI
SJ[EVFIMRKVITVIWIRXIH²

Other ideas
O 'LEPPIRKI]SYVGSYRGMPMJMX



hosts armed forces
recruitment events or
allows them in a public
WTEGI

O Find out what your council


and local organisations are
doing as part of the Armed
*SVGIW'SZIRERX7LSYPH
this be challenged?

O ,SPHETIEGIMRWTMVIHIZIRX


as an alternative to Armed
*SVGIW(E]

3RXLIHE]SJXLIIZIRXXLI
KVSYTGEVVMIHFERRIVWTPEGEVHW
ERHPIE¾IXWIRGSYVEKMRK
EPXIVREXMZITIVWTIGXMZIWSR[EV
By creating public debate in
XLIPIEHYTXSXLIHE]EGXMZMWXW
helped to inform both the public

4LSXS;VI\LEQ4IEGIERH
.YWXMGI*SVYQ

Making a Week for
Peace in Nottingham
The year after 2013’s Armed
*SVGIW(E]IZIRXMR2SXXMRKLEQ
local Quakers asked the local
GSYRGMPXSLSPHEHE]XSVI¾IGX
SRTIEGIERHVIGSRGMPMEXMSR8LI
GSYRGMPVIWTSRHIHXLEX[LMPI
XLI][SYPHR´XSVKERMWIXLIHE]
XLI][SYPHWYTTSVXMX
Like-minded local groups offered
to organise events and the
HE]FIGEQIE;IIOJSV4IEGI
EVSYRHXLI92-RXIVREXMSREP
(E]SJ4IEGISR7ITXIQFIV
Across the city there were
I\LMFMXMSRWGLYVGLFIPPWTIIPMRK
WGLSSPKVSYTWTEVXMGMTEXMRKXEPOW
½PQWETIEGIJEMVERHEPMZI

broadcast from the Peace One
(E]'IPIFVEXMSRGSRGIVXMRXLI
(IQSGVEXMG6ITYFPMGSJ'SRKS

State your objections!
O The council should not be



facilitating recruitment
activities that present a
sanitised and unrealistic view
SJXLIQMPMXEV]

O Military vehicles and


weapons help to target
children for military
QEVOIXMRKQIWWEKIW

O Packaging Armed Forces




Day as family entertainment
obscures the terrible effects
SJ[EV-XMWRSXETTVSTVMEXI
XSVIGSKRMWIXLIWEGVM½GIW
MRZSPZIHXLMW[E]

O Flying the Armed Forces



(E]¾EKSZIVXLIXS[RLEPP
for up to a week sends out
EQMPMXEVMWXMGQIWWEKI

O Scarce public funds could be


TYXXSFIXXIVYWI

O Funding and support should


also be given to peace
IZIRXW

O The council organises public


displays of support for the
armed forces but not for
SXLIVTYFPMGWIVZMGIW
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Challenging media
bias on militarisation
-RERYQFIVSJPMWXIRIVW
heard what they felt was a
SRIWMHIHTMIGISRXLI&&'
Today Programme about the
introduction of cadets in state
WGLSSPW8LI]GSRXEGXIHXLI
&&'XSUYIWXMSRXLIYRGVMXMGEP
depiction of militarism and found
XLIQWIPZIWSRXLIVEHMSXSS

Tips for action
1EOIEVIWTSRWI

Get informed
±;LIRXLI&&'´W*IIHFEGO
programme emailed me asking
XSWTIEOXSQI-XLSYKLXXLI]
[SYPHMRXIVZMI[QIWS-HMH
some more research on the
5YEOIV[IFWMXI8LIVI-JSYRH
an even more horrifying picture:
that the Ministry of Defence
has spent £45 million on
working with the Department
of Education – with no public
HMWGYWWMSR-´ZIXSPHPSXWSJ
TISTPIEFSYXXLMW²
  
%RR.EQIW
  
;EV[MGO

“The idea of promoting military
activities in schools and further
normalising war and the
arms industry seduces young
minds into thinking war is an
&ITVITEVIHJSVRSXEPP
EGGITXEFPITEVXSJSYVGYPXYVI-
]SYVQIWWEKIWXSKIX
wrote to the Radio 4 Feedback
across
programme objecting to the
±-[EWVIEH]XSXEPOXSXLI&&'´W
Radio 4 Today Programme’s
Feedback programme about all
unbalanced reporting of cadet
Q]GSRGIVRWERHXLIJEGXXLEX
forces being introduced into
XLI9/MWXLISRP]GSYRXV]MR
WGLSSPW²
  
7EVEL7LIEVH )YVSTIXSVIGVYMXGLMPHWSPHMIVW
  
;IWX=SVOWLMVI but when they rang they only
wanted me to read out my
IQEMP8LI&&'HYGOIHXLIMWWYI

by saying the piece was only
EFSYXNYRMSVNSYVREPMWQRSXXLI
GSRXIRX²
  
%RR.EQIW

+IX]SYVQEMRQIWWEKI
SYXMRXLI½VWXWIRXIRGI
±-[EWJVYWXVEXIHXLEXXLI]GYX
QISJJEJXIVQ]½VWXWIRXIRGI
;LIR-LIEVH[LEX-WEMH-JIPX
-GSYPHLEZII\TVIWWIHQ]WIPJ
FIXXIV²
  
0YG]4SPPEVH
Suffolk

3XLIVSTTSVXYRMXMIWJSV
FYMPHMRK]SYVQIHMETVS½PI
Make sure your local group
or project has a presence on
WSGMEPQIHME4SWXVIKYPEVP]SR
Facebook and Twitter to build
YT]SYVJSPPS[IVW

;VMXIXS]SYVPSGEPTETIVSV
PSGEPRI[W[IFWMXIW
Respond to local events such as
Armed Forces Day or military
EGXMZMXMIWMRWGLSSPW

+IXXMRKXLIMWWYIEMVIHGER ±-IQEMPIH*IIHFEGOERHKSXE
phone call asking me to record
LEZIWYVTVMWMRKVIWYPXW

“There was one wonderful ray
of hope at the end of the item
about cadet forces: the boy
who was acting as reporter said
that he had always wanted to
NSMRXLIEVQ]FYXXLEXEJXIVXLMW
I\TIVMIRGILI[ERXIHXSFIE
NSYVREPMWX-XPMJXIHXLILIEVX²
Lucy Pollard

±-XGVIEXIHEHIFEXIERH
discussion point with my three
]SYRKEHYPX GLMPHVIR[LSEVI
all opposed to military cadets
being introduced into state
WGLSSPW[LIVIGLMPHVIR[MPPFI
wearing military uniforms and
QEVGLMRK[MXLVM¾IW²
Sarah Sheard

Q]IQEMP²

Lucy Pollard
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White poppies for
Remembrance
Many Quaker meetings
LEZIWSYKLXXS½RHE[E]
XSVIWTIGXJYPP]I\TVIWWXLIMV
opposition to war around
6IQIQFVERGI7XIZIREKI
5YEOIVWWXVYKKPIHXS½RHE[E]
to make a response that would
YRMJ]XLIKVSYTRSX[MWLMRKXS
cause controversy or suggest
XLEXGSRWGMIRGI[EWI\GPYWMZIXS
XLSWI[LSSFNIGXIHXS[EV
;MXLXLIGIRXIREV]SJXLI
1MPMXEV]7IVZMGI%GXMRXLI
Quaker meeting decided to try
EKEMR

Tips for action
1EOMRKEJSVQEPVIUYIWX
±;I[VSXIXSXLIQE]SV
asking to be included in the
Remembrance Service and giving
SYVVIEWSRW,IWEMHXLEXLI´H
discuss it with the local branch
SJXLI&VMXMWL0IKMSR,I[VSXI
back afterwards offering us a
choice: either to lay a red poppy
wreath with a peace message

HYVMRKXLIGIVIQSR]SVE[LMXI
TSTT][VIEXLEJXIVXLI½REP
WEPYXI²
After discussion the group
decided to lay a wreath of white
and red poppies during the
WIVZMGI

&YMPHMRKEGSRWXVYGXMZI
HMEPSKYI[MXLXLI
SVKERMWIVW

The group was invited to a
QIIXMRK±;LIRSYV*VMIRH
EXXIRHIHXLMWQIIXMRKLI[EW

QIXF]XLIQE]SVERHRSXSRI
but three Legion committee
QIQFIVW,MWMRMXMEPJIIPMRKSJ
intimidation quickly dissolved
as they were very welcoming
ERHMRGPYWMZI%WWSSREWLI
offered the white and red
TSTTMIWSTXMSRERHPIXXLIQ
know that Veterans for Peace lay
such a wreath each year at the
'IRSXETLXLI]EKVIIH²

&ITVITEVIHXS
GSQTVSQMWI

A message was agreed with the
mayor and local Royal British
0IKMSR-RQIQSV]SJEPP[LS
LEZIWYJJIVIHMREPP[EVW8LIYWI
SJXLI[SVH³ZMGXMQW´LEHFIIR
VINIGXIHEWQEPPGSRGIWWMSRJSV
being able to take part in the
WIVZMGI

)\TPEMRXLIWMKRM½GERGISJ
XLI[LMXITSTT]

The red and white poppies were
bought and made into a wreath
F]EPSGEP¾SVMWX3RXLIHE]E
small group from Stevenage
5YEOIVWNSMRIHXLIWIVZMGI
±;IWIRXXLIPSGEPTVIWWEWLSVX
VITSVXXLEROMRKXLIQE]SVERH
&VMXMWL0IKMSRJSVMRGPYHMRKYW
and saying what we had done
ERH[L];IEPWSMRGPYHIHE
TLSXS²

'LERKIXEOIWXMQI
;LMPIXLI[LMXITSTT]´WTEVX
in the service was not included
in the coverage of the local
TETIVXLIKVSYTJIPXXLEXXLI]
had established good relations
with the local council and Royal
&VMXMWL0IKMSRSJ½GIVW8LI]LEH
EPWSMRXVSHYGIHJSVXLI¾SVMWX
and the wider public a variation
SR6IQIQFVERGI[VIEXLW%
sense of mutual respect was
IWXEFPMWLIH±(E]WPEXIV[I
GLIGOIHERHMX[EWWXMPPXLIVI²

Other ideas
;IEVE[LMXITSTT]
,IPTWIPP[LMXITSTTMIWMR
your community or send them
XSXLSWI[LSVITVIWIRX]SY
I\TPEMRMRK[L]MXMWMQTSVXERXXS
]SY
Request that your school give
students the option to buy white
poppies and send them teaching
QEXIVMEPWEFSYX6IQIQFVERGI
;VMXIXS]SYVPSGEPTETIVEFSYX
the importance of a message of
TIEGIEX6IQIQFVERGI

